Dear members of the other party Organizing Committee,
As members of the Organizing Committee of the Croatian Student Summit (CROSS) from Zagreb,
Croatia, we are writing to you to (re)establish the partnership between CROSS and other party.
Croatian Student Summit – CROSS is an international science congress for students and young
scientists in the biomedical field which has, over the last few years, found itself as one of the leading
students’ congresses in Croatia as well as in this European region.
This year’s topic is: Neuroscience
THE PARTNERSHIP AGREEMENT is signed on the ____(day) of ___________(month)
20__(year), by and between the following:
CROSS 16

________________________________

Šalata 3b

________________________________

10 000 Zagreb, Croatia

________________________________

1. Nature of Business
The partners listed above hereby agree that they shall be considered partners for promotional and
international development, maintaining their distinct identities, daily operations and shall maintain their
respective offices.
2. Term
The partnership shall begin on date of signature of this agreement, and shall continue until the next
edition.
3. Benefits and responsibilities
If other party agrees to continue/establish partnership this agreement would oblige CROSS to:
1. Publish its logo, web link on CROSS Facebook, Instagram and internet page, and mention other party
as an official partner;
2. Publish a description of the partnership and description of other party in the book of abstracts;
3. Forward a promotional email with a call for abstracts for other party over the network mailing lists at
the times agreed before the deadline of abstract submission;
4. Distribute the promotional material such as event posters of other party at the Faculty of Medicine,
University of Zagreb.
5. Make available invitations for up to 2 members of other party’s organization team for CROSS 16, free
of charge (travelling costs excluded).

cross.mef.hr

If other party agrees to continue/establish partnership, this agreement would oblige them to:
1. Publish an advertisement for CROSS 16 on its Facebook and internet page and mention “CROSS 16”
as an official partner;
2. Publish a description of the partnership and description of CROSS 16 in the book of abstracts;
3. Distribute the promotional material such as event posters of CROSS 16 at its faculty’s/faculties’
events and facilities;
4. Forward a promotional email with a call for abstracts for CROSS 16 over the network mailing lists at
the times agreed;
5. Make available invitations for up to 2 members of CROSS 16 organization team for their conference,
free of charge (travelling costs excluded).
4. Legal considerations
1. The agreement could be terminated by giving a written consent and explanation, signed both on
behalf of CROSS 16 and on behalf of other party’s representatives. In that case, links, logos and
promotional materials associated with the partnership must be removed.
2. The agreement is valid until 1 year after the date in which the agreement is signed.

On behalf of Croatian Student Summit

_________________________
Anton Malbašić,
CROSS 16 – OC President
Place, date:

On behalf of the other party

_________________________
(Name and signature of authorized person)
Place, date:

cross.mef.hr

